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3DP  3D Printing 

Received from Steven Fleming: 2021-07-26 
Last updated 2021-09-09 

 

3Dp.1 SSRL Makerspace Workflow 
  

The SSRL Makerspace is where users can have things made to aid their in hutch 

setups in preparation for their beamtime. The workflow for this process is below. 

  

Figure 3Dp.1.1  Workflow process for users concerning fabrication & machining jobs 
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3Dp.2 Machining Jobs 
  

In the past, any Duty Operator on shift would be able to assist immediately with 

most small machining jobs, but with the advent of faster turn-around prototyping services 

the work can be sent out and returned quickly, thus alleviating the on shift operator of 

juggling duties while in the shop. The services most used these days are Fictiv and 

Protolabs. 

 

Some projects require longer design consideration and consulting (as indicated in 

the workflow diagram above). The request might also develop into a larger engineering 

job and would require appropriate task assignment. 

 

In general, if a solution can be purchased, it is ultimately considered to be the most 

cost-effective and so users should explore those options. 

 

Realistically, this process is short circuited when an “I need this now” type of job 

comes in requiring machining, but the user should understand that a lack of planning on 

their part does not constitute an emergency on the operator’s part; the availability to  

machine comes secondary to any operational shift duties. On the other hand, if a part is 

to be modified, using the machine shop is a great option.  
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3Dp.3 3D Printing 
 

 3D printing at SSRL requires training from the SSRL-Make group, during which 

time information from this manual and other supplementary material is conveyed, as well 

an invite to the online slicing software.   

 

 

There are two types of 3D printers at SSRL (Figure 3Dp.3.1), Desktop and 

Industrial series printers that can both print onyx material, a micro carbon fiber filled 

nylon, with reinforcement fiber on some machines. The Mark Two can still print a basic 

white nylon, but needs a printer head change.  

 

 Anyone from the SSRL-Make group can respond to requests for 3D printing needs.  

Please email ssrl-make@slac.stanford.edu. 

 

 For Desktop Series printers - the maximum part size the can be printed 320 mm 

wide, 132 mm deep and 154 mm high. The Industrial Series (X5) can print 330 

wide, 270 mm deep and 200 mm high at a higher height resolution than the 

Desktop Series. 

 

 The onyx material starts getting soft at a temperature of 150 °C; this needs to be 

considered at the design stage 

 

  

Figure 3Dp.3.1  3D printing facilities on the B120 DO mezzanine 

file://///slac/my%20storage/Groups/SSRL/SSRL-ESG/Steven/ssrl-make@slac.stanford.edu
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Preparing the CAD file for Printing 

 Save CAD file as .stl format, be sure to set options for high resolution curve 

interpolation.  Note: the window from Figure 3Dp.3.2 - right opens after clicking 

on the options (circled in red) button in the window from Figure 3Dp.3.2 - left. 

 

 Go to Eiger cloud software (https://www.eiger.io/) and “Import STL” 

 

 The software will plonk the part down onto the virtual print bed in any orientation 

so don’t trust it. Orient the part suitably considering where supports will go and 

layer direction relative to your part – the bottom surface should have a decent 

proportion of material to support the structure as it is printed. Clicking on a part 

face puts that face down on the bed; or the part can be oriented manually using the 

option on the RHS menu bar 

 

 Go through Print and Material Settings on the right hand side from top to bottom: 

they are all pretty intuitive. Of particular note: 

o Material & Reinforcement Material: There is currently capability for onyx 

material. On some printers you can print with carbon fibre reinforcement. 

You can also print with the older white nylon, but a print head replacement 

will have to be performed. If a material is chosen which the printer cannot 

print, it will reject the part when you try to print it  

o Printer Type: There are 3x Desktop Series (Onyx One, Onyx One #2 and 

Mark Two). The software should default to this. Additionally, there is an 

Industrial Series (X5) printer. 

o Scale factor. While useful for doubling the size of your part for example, also 

consider that a part will shrink from the original dimensions so if this is 

Figure 3Dp.3.2  3D printing facilities on the B120 DO mezzanine 

https://www.eiger.io/
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important, scale up appropriately. The scaling factor differs for print 

materials, a rough guideline is as follows: 

 Onyx: shrinkage ~0.5% 

 Nylon: shrinkage ~0.5% if part < 20 mm; 1% if part > 20 mm 

 Applied Carbon fibre reinforcement complicates this unpredictably 

 

 Hit “Print.” Here Multiple parts can be added to one print session (called a “build”). 

Again, the Eiger software will arrange the parts on top of one another so they’ll 

each need to be arranged so that they contact the virtual bed 

 

 Hit “Export Build” or “Add to Queue” for network printing (Figure 3Dp.3.3), but 

not “Print Now” or “Print Next” as you need to always have someone clear the bed 

properly first 

 

 

 If you are not able to start the print yourself at the printer, be sure to send a request 

to start that print to ssrl-make@slac.stanford.edu, after placing it in the queue, or 

it may sit in the print queue for a while 

o Or Save the resulting .mfp file onto a USB drive, there is one always located 

at the 3D printers. Note that the printers don’t recognize file names which 

contain spaces 

 

3D Printing the Part: USB Method 

 Plug USB into printer and hit USB symbol on screen (Figure 3Dp.3.4, left); be 

patient, sometimes this takes a while to come up 

 

 Hit “Print From Storage” (Figure 3Dp.3.4, right) and select your file, After this 

step, the USB drive can be removed 

Figure 3Dp.3.3  Eiger popup window showing options for adding print to queue 

mailto:ssrl-make@slac.stanford.edu
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Print Queue Method 

 On the printer’s on-board screen, hit the menu button in top right (3 parallel 

horizontal lines) 

 

 Hit the submenu in the bottom middle: “Print Queue.” This will display what 

was chronologically placed into the queue first.  Keep in mind, the queue screen 

do not automatically refresh and you need to hit the refresh button to update 

the queue 

 

 An image of the selected print build will show where to put glue on the print 

bed 

 While nozzles are heating, apply a 

layer of glue to the print bed along the 

purge line, which is along the top of the 

bed, and over the footprint of the part 

(Figure 3Dp.3.5). By default the 

footprint of the part will be located 

centrally on the print bed 

 

 Walk away (or stand nervously at 

the printer lifting the lid to inspect 

progress) 

 

 When done, lift the print bed out 

of the printer to remove the part and 

place the bed onto the workbench top 

in the corner holders 

 

 Gently remove the part using the spatula or razor blade, located in the drawers. 

Wedge the corner of the spatula/razor blade underneath and slowly work it until 

Figure 3Dp.3.5  Printer table with glue spread on 

purge line and footprint for printing 

Figure 3Dp.3.4  Status screens on 3D printer: USB icon (L) and Print from Storage button (R) 
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the part comes free from the bed. Be careful not to damage the bed! If you’re 

using enough force to dent the bed, you’re doing it wrong 

 

 Clean the bed and bottom of the parts with water and paper towel (Figure 3Dp.3.1) 

 

 To reprint the same part, hit “Reprint” from the main screen, even if the USB drive 

has been removed.  Don’t forget to glue the bed 

 

 If a message is returned that material supply will run out during the print, check 

to see how much material is on the spool in the drybox, but don’t leave it open too 

long because the material is moisture sensitive. If there is a suspicion that more 

material is required, follow the load material protocol below or on screen prompts 

 

3Dp.4 Changing Printer Spools  
 

 The materials used in the 3D printers are 

all highly susceptible to swelling in the 

presence of moisture and becoming unusable. 

At all times while changing spools, try not to 

have the Pelican dry-box open for any 

significant length of time – not even 60 secs, if 

possible – and ensure that they always contain 

half a dozen or so bags of desiccant. 

 

To change the spool on the 3D printer, 

start from the printer menu, select the 

Materials sub-menu, and press “Unload Plastic” (Figure 3Dp.4.1). There will be prompts 

on the screen to help, but it’s detailed here: You will need to detach the feed tube going 

into the feed wheel and the tube going out of the feed wheel. A cut must be made upstream 

of the feeder (cut only the plastic filament, not the tube itself) to free the material. The 

printer will heat the nozzle and spin the feed wheels forward to unload the plastic (Figure 

3Dp.4.2). Then remove the remaining plastic filament from the downstream feed tube 

side (this can be discarded). 

Figure 3Dp.4.1  Materials sub-menu 
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 From inside the Pelican dry-box, pull the remaining plastic filament out of the 

printer; out of the upstream feed tube. It’s important to pull gently and carefully, because 

if it breaks, it can be a major headache to get the tubes cleared. 

 

  A small remnant of plastic will likely 

remain at the nozzle (Figure 3Dp.4.3) which 

needs to be cleared by hand. Remember that the 

nozzle itself is at ~160 °C at this time, so watch 

your fingers. You can pull the very far end of the 

hanging filament, which should be cool. 

 

Be sure to reattach the tubes going into 

and out of the feed wheel. 

  

  New spools are found in white bags at the 

printer station. Open them and find new 

desiccant bags to reload the dry-box when 

inserting the new spool. 

  

Thread the new filament through the exit port in 

the pelican box up as far as the feed wheels on the motor. Return to the Materials sub-

menu (if the software has not returned there already) and press “Load Plastic.”  

Figure 3Dp.4.2  Plastic unloaded as far as the feed motor 

Figure 3Dp.4.3  Plastic remains at nozzle 
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Choose “Meter Load” – the 

option which allows the printer to 

calculate how much material 

remains on the spool, and warn the 

user accordingly if a print job is 

loaded which will require more 

material than is available (Figure 

3Dp.4.4). This option requires the 

magnitude of how much spool is 

being loaded to be entered: a full 

spool appears to be 800 cm3. If the 

remaining spool amount is in 

question, you can weigh it and 

manually input it there. If you have a small print, check the dry boxes under the 

workbench to use up partial spools (removed as they were unusable for larger prints).  

 

One of the printers takes 

only onyx, the other requires the 

loaded material to be specified – 

again these days usually invariably 

onyx. Once the load process starts, 

the motor should run forwards. 

Ensure that it grabs the end of the 

plastic filament and runs it to the 

nozzle. As the information window 

explains (Figure 3Dp.4.5), when 

the plastic starts extruding from 

the nozzle, press Stop, and the 

process is complete. 

Figure 3Dp.4.4  Meter loading the new spool 

Figure 3Dp.4.5  Final step of loading new spool 


